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Introduction of system Argus View surveillance camera system

    

Laseroptronix and our partners are happy to offer a new solution for mobile surveillance
applications. There are many systems on the market but we feel there was room for an
improvement. Then we designed the Argus View system.

Modern demands in communication and operation need a very flexible system than can
be upgraded during many years. The carrier can change and if so system must
preferable be easy to move to a new platform. Platforms can be all from boats, cars,
aircrafts and unmanned operation at remote sites. The answer is clear.

Modular solutions that can be assembled and changed very easily in a few minutes is a
must. Smart designed cables admit to change from a truck to a smaller land Rover style
car before lunch. We see large advantages in this way to think.
If new cameras and sensors arrive we can easily integrate and change parts without
need of experts. The target is to make a system that a technician without advanced
education can install and maintain for many years.
Any good educated radio technician can install and maintain and upgrade the system
and this man is already available in the organization in most cases. This save cost and
make life easier for the operator.

Sensors and cameras

No single technology alone can solve all problems. Thermal cameras are good for
some applications but not all. They need a near IR camera and colour camera (700-
1000 nm) to get all info modern surveillance needs. Active lasers are good in some
applications but very bad in others. Stabilizing against vibrations and gyro controlled
Gimbals is very useable. Advanced image analyze in special FPGA processors can
make miracles in image quality. When missions are long we can activate a motion
alarm function. This will see the change in the video stream and activate an alarm.
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Laseroptronix can offer some of the most advanced cameras operating day and night in
zero light operation to over 10 km distance.

Communication the key factor of tomorrow.

We use IP and network. This is flexible and can use all from old copper cables to
satellite modems for communication. Today IP communication is the only solution for
advanced applications. All data is available over TCP/IP.

Service and future upgrading of system

All systems can be connected by internet  to our service department.. We can activate a
voice channel and speak over the computers links with your staff. We can also add a
small camera and this can be used for video conference but also advanced support to
your staff in service  and control.

Summary about key components in the Argus View system

Gimbal / Pan and tilt unit

All systems have a pan and tilt unit (gimbal) We use a special very rugged design that is
very fast and accurate at same time. It admits pinpointing of a resolution of only 20 cm
per Km in distance in resolution. At the same time it can move the load at 60 degree per
sec. It is waterproof and can even operate a few meter under the water surface.

Unique is a gyro stabilized
option where we can stabilize in
2 angles as well as in a
compass angle related to the
map.  We do also have a
vibration damper based on
video processing. This makes
miracles when there are
smaller vibrations from wind
etc.

Image of the advanced pan and
tilt unit. It is water and dust proof
and salt water resistant to
corrosion. Here we have 2
smaller medium range CCD
cameras installed. One for

overview and one for zoom applications
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The PTU-pan and tilt unit utilizes a higher ratio, all-
stainless gear drive to provide increased torque and
durability. The result is increased payload capacity, and
extremely low-wear over high duty cycles. The PTU is
available in most of the configurations, making it an ideal
OEM platform for a wide range of applications.

• Payloads to 40 kg l
• Integrated slip-ring for 360-continuous pan rotation with ( RF option available)
• Small form-facto
• Light weight
• Encapsulation IP 67 water proof
• Position resolution down to 0.00625°
• Speed up to 60 degree / sec

Thermal camera system

Most applications are long range and have low contrast. This needs a camera with
resolution and contrast capability. We use the camera systems from the global market
leader. Cameras are produced in Sweden.
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Camera system colour and near IR low level.

The CCD cameras are as important as
the thermal camera. Here we have a
solution called Colour-Nivis cameras.
This is a unique actively cooled CCD
camera with best sensitivity and colour
contrast on the market.
Mostly Colour-Nivis is used. This
camera is colour at day time and can be
switched to BW if levels are very low.
Tests show that we have a good colour
image at 50% moon light. This makes it
much easier to see objects in low light

as colour is available
When ambient light is very low the camera is set to BW mode. Here it is equal in
sensitivity to a typical Gen2? Image intensifier. Here we have a solution from brightest
sun to starlight without any change in settings.

Colour Nivis data

1/2 Inch cooled CCD array
Spectral sensitivity 400-950 nm
540 TV lines resolution
0.0006 Lux sensitivity at 30% video level
0.00015 Lux sensitivity at integration high speed mode and 30% video level
SN better than 50DB
Ambienet temperature –30 to +70+ Degree C
Computer controlled by RS 232

Optics is a special series of zoom lenses
that have a spectral area from UV to 1 micron.
Image is sharp of objects in near IR spectra
as well as visible at same time. Most optics
can not handle this spectra without refocus
and a blurry image.
Image show an camera with a long range
1500 mm focal length and a colour- nivis
camera. This unit can see persons at 10 km
in very dark  areas
When supported with active IR lasers we can
get 15 Km in range.
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Contrast enhancement.
This is something like a miracle box and it makes dramatic improvements in contrast.
In low contrast hazy and dusty applications this adds a lot in visibility and persons can
be detected at much longer range than elsewhere.

Image at right is a large area
view where we did a contrast
enhancement of a smaller
part.
Here we can see the powerful
improvement of image quality.

Image from Iraq in a sand
storm. Here we can alos see
that the hazy brown yellow
image get almost normal in
the very bad visibility area.

Desert scene where the right image have a enhanced part only. Here the quality
improvement is dramatic. Laseroptronix use a unit than can be used in parts of scenes
or the complete image. It is self adjusting and needs no extra work In low lever scenes it
do also make image a good bit better.
If we use the word detectability this unit is possible increasing detectability far over 50 %
when the area is hazy or have a low contrast.
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